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Abstract. In high frequency (HF) hybrid sky-surface wave 
radar, the first-order sea clutter broadening is very com-
plex and serious under the influence of ionosphere and 
bistatic angle, which affects the detection of ship target. 
This paper analyzes the space-time characteristics based 
on the HF sky-surface wave experimental system. We first 
introduce the basic structure, working principle and posi-
tion principle based on our experimental system. Also 
analyzed is the influence of ionosphere and bistatic angle 
on the space-time coupling characteristics of broadening 
first-order sea clutter and the performance of space-time 
adaptive processing (STAP). Finally, the results of theo-
retic analysis are examined with the experimental data. 
Simulation results show that the results of experiment con-
sist with that of theoretic analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
HF sky-wave or surface-wave radar has some natural 

advantages, such as the capability of detecting low-flying 
target and stealth target, avoiding the attack of anti-radia-
tion missile, as well as providing wide area surveillance 
with longer early warning time than some normal HF radar. 
Therefore, HF radar plays a more and more important role 
in modern air defense system and has potential significant 
contribution to military applications. Based on the propaga-
tion mode associated with HF sky-surface wave, HF hybrid 
sky-surface wave system is one new detection technique, 
which attains the information of the target and ocean sur-
face. This technique can improve target Over-The-Horizon 
(OTH) detection and ocean surface dynamical environment 
surveillance capability. Because of the special working 
system and the influence of bistatic system layout, its sea 
echo spectrum property is more complicated than that of 
merely sky-wave reflection or ground-wave diffraction 

mode. Due to the combined influences of ionosphere and 
bistatic angle, the broadening of first-order sea clutter 
spectrum is very serious, which seriously affects the effec-
tive detection of slowly moving targets like ships. 

The sea clutter spectrum is mainly composed of first-
order scatter and the second-order scatter which is a con-
tinuum spectrum with amplitude less than the first-order 
returns about 20-45 dB. In general, the first-order returns 
can be denoted by two distinct Bragg lines. The first-order 
sea clutter characteristics of HF hybrid sky-surface wave 
radar are not only related to oceanic dynamics, beam width 
and operating frequency, but also influenced by bistatic 
angle and ionosphere. The time-varying characteristic and 
hierarchical structure of the ionosphere will cause the sea 
clutter Doppler frequency shift and broadening. Thus the 
sea clutter characteristics in the radar largely depend on the 
ionospheric state. In addition, the HF hybrid sky-surface 
wave radar is actually a bistatic radar system. Harbin Insti-
tute of Technology carried out an integrated HF sky-sur-
face wave experimental system, but the scale of receiving 
arrays is so limited that the width of the received beam is 
quite broad, and in this condition, the bistatic angle might 
cause different broadening characteristics in the different 
resolution cells. What’s worse, ionospheric contamination 
further contributes to the broadening characteristic of sea 
clutter. 

P. A. Melyanovski et al. mentioned this new concept 
radar in 1997 [1]. G. J. Frazer described an experimental 
multi-static HF radar in 2007 [2]. R. J. Riddolls 
respectively discussed theories of the experimental con-
figuration and the influence of ionosphere in this radar 
system in 2007 and 2008 [3], [4]. Jiao et al. investigated 
the possible application of the new mode in 2007 [5]. Jiang 
et al. analyzed the phenomenon in this radar system that 
the first-order sea clutter varies with azimuth in 2011 [6]. 
Lou et al. studied the frequency selection problem in 2011 
[7]. Zhao et al. analyzed the detection performance of hy-
brid sky-surface wave propagation mode based on DRM 
digital AM broadcasting in 2013 [8]. Harbin Institute of 
Technology analyzed the detection principle and the char-
acteristics of sea clutter by experimental system in recent 
years [6], [9]. However, experimental results show that 
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broadening of some sea clutter is serious, and difficult to 
effectively detect. Therefore, it requires deep study on the 
space-time characteristic of sea clutter in order to effec-
tively suppress the broadening sea clutter and detect the 
ship target. 

The paper conducts study on the space-time charac-
teristics of first-order sea clutter in HF hybrid sky-surface 
wave radar. Firstly, the basic structure, working principle, 
radar equation and positioning principle of HF sky-surface 
wave experimental system were introduced respectively in 
Section 2. Secondly, this paper conducts detailed study on 
space-time characteristics of sea clutter in HF hybrid sky-
surface wave radar in Section 3, and the space-time distri-
bution and spreading model of first-order sea clutter under 
the action of bistatic angle and ionosphere were given. 
Then, space-time characteristics of sea clutter were ana-
lyzed through the simulation in Section 4, the experimental 
data for the space-time spreading spectrum of sea clutter in 
real HF sky-surface wave system were given, which veri-
fied the results of theoretical analysis. The theoretical 
analysis of space-time distribution for spreading sea clutter 
was also in agreement with experimental results. Finally, 
the influence of ionospheric disturbance on the perform-
ance of STAP algorithm was analyzed based on experi-
mental data. It has been proved that serious ionospheric 
disturbance will influence the space-time coupling charac-
teristics of first-order sea clutter, and lead to performance 
reduction of STAP. The results are useful for practical 
application of STAP in HF hybrid sky-surface wave radar. 

2. Summarization of HF Hybrid Sky-
surface Wave Experimental System 

2.1 Basic Structure and Working Principle 

The system layout for the HF hybrid sky-surface 
wave radar is shown in Fig. 1. In the HF sky-surface wave 
radar, skywave radar station behind the coast is used as  

 
Fig. 1.  The layout of HF sky-surface wave experimental 

system. 

transmitting station, and the energy radiated by the trans-
mitting station is reflected by ionosphere to monitor the sea 

area. Then the scattering energy of sea wave and target in 
the monitoring sea area arrives at the ground-wave radar 
receiving station by ground-wave diffraction on the sea 
surface. Thus it realizes the acquisition of sea information 
and the detection of targets on the sea. In Fig. 1, L is the 
baseline distance between transmitting and receiving sta-
tions, Rr is the distance between target and receiving station, 
θr is the angle between Rr and baseline, h is the ionospheric 
reflection height, D is the distance between transmitting 
station and target, R0 is the earth radius, α is the elevation 
angle of the emitted electromagnetic wave, θ is the reflec-
ted angle of ionosphere. 

2.2 Positioning Principle 

Combined with the geometric relationships in Fig. 1, 
the following two relationships can be obtained by the law 
of cosines: 

 2 2 2
1 ( / 2)P h D   ,   (1) 

 2 2 2 2 cosr r rD L R LR     .   (2) 

Distance R is obtained by the conventional time delay 
estimation. Fig. 1 shows that 1 2 rR P P R   . Assuming 

the ionosphere is not inclined, i.e., 1 2P P . Then, we can 

obtain the following formula: 

 1 ( ) / 2rP R R   .   (3) 

Considering equations (1) to (3), the positioning 
relationship of the radar system can be obtained as follows: 
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According to (4), in order to realize the target location, 
namely measure the distance from target to receiving 
station, details need to be known including the distance 
obtained from time-delay ranging, the azimuth of target, 
the ionospheric height and baseline length. 

3. Analysis of Space-time Characteris-
tics of the First-order Sea Clutter in 
HF Hybrid Sky-surface Wave Radar 

3.1 The Space-time Characteristics of the 
First-order Sea Clutter with Bistatic 
Angle 

HF radar sea clutter consists of the first, second and 
higher order components, of which the first-order sea clut-
ter consists of two symmetrical peaks, namely the negative 
and positive first-order Bragg peaks. Its mechanism can be 
explained by the Bragg resonant scattering process [10]. 
The interaction of incident radio waves and sea waves can 
cause the radio wave scattering. Because the scattering 
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echo is caused by the first effect of HF radio waves and sea 
waves, this process is called the first-order effect of HF 
radio waves and sea waves. When the wavelength of radio 
and sea wave satisfies the Bragg resonance condition, 
Bragg resonant scattering occurs. 

The Bragg frequency of first-order sea clutter in HF 
bistatic radar can be calculated by the following formula 
[10-12]: 

 0 cos( / 2)B

gf
f

c



     (5) 

where f0 is radar operating frequency, β is the bistatic angle. 

In (5), the positive and negative sign corresponds to 
toward and away from the radar. In fact, the Bragg 
resonance condition of bistatic radar is shown in Fig. 2. 

 (cos cos ) cos( / 2) 1,2,3,w i sL m m        (6) 

where λ is radio wavelength, Δi is incident grazing angle, 
Δs is the angle of reflection of radio waves, Lw is sea wave 
length. 

 
(a) Azimuthal plane. 

 

wL  

s i  

 
(b) Elevation-angle plane. 

Fig. 2. The Bragg scattering geometry of bistatic radar: 
(a) azimuthal plane and (b) elevation-angle plane. 

When m = 1, corresponding to the first-order sea 
clutter. Considering the hybrid system radar’s geometrical 
relation and configuration, we have the incident angle 
Δi = α and the reflection angle Δs = 0. Thus we can get the 
resonance condition of the first-order sea clutter under the 
configuration of hybrid propagation mode: 

 
  cos / 2 cos 1

λ
L

β α



 .    (7) 

Waves with other wavelength will not produce coher-
ent scattering, which echoes can be ignored. In the spec-
trum, the Doppler frequency shift caused by the moving 
velocity is: 

   cos / 2 cos 1 /B pf v β α λ     
 
(8) 

where vp is the moving velocity of the sea wave’s phase. 

Known from the theory of hydraulics, for gravity 
wave, its vp and its wavelength has the following relation 
[12]: 

 / 2pv gL 
 
.
 
  (9) 

Thus we can derive the formula of first-order sea 
clutter Bragg frequency of hybrid system HF OTH radar: 

 0 cos 1
cos( / 2)

2B

gf
f

c





   .  (10) 

The bistatic angle β can be obtained by geometric 
relation in Fig. 1: 

 2 2 2 2 cost r r rR R L R L     ,   (11) 

 2 2 2 2 cost r r tL R R R R    .   (12) 

Combining with (10)-(12), we can derive the space-
time distribution of first-order sea clutter with angle-Dop-
pler in HF hybrid sky-surface wave radar: 
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From the above formula (13), we can see the Bragg 
frequency of first-order sea clutter in HF hybrid sky-sur-
face wave is a function of the bistatic angle, range cell, and 
also the radar looking direction. In distance Rr, the Bragg 
frequency fB of first-order sea clutter varies with azimuth 
angle θr (the angle between beam pointing and baseline) 
changes, and shows the obvious angle-Doppler coupling 
characteristics. 

Next, we need to analyze the spreading range of the 
first-order Bragg frequency for the HF hybrid propagation 
mode. Harbin Institute of Technology developed an inte-
grated HF sky-surface wave radar experimental system in 
recent years. Given the size and cost of this radar system, 
the array aperture of the receiving array for our experimen-
tal system is small. Thus the width of the received beam is 
quite broad, the scattering cell E corresponding to a certain 
range gate cannot be equivalent to a point but a small area, 
leading to the corresponding bistatic angle is not a single 
value  , but a range of  min max,   . Therefore, the 
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Bragg frequency of first-order sea clutter is also a range of 

min max
,B B Bf f f    . Thus, the theoretical broadening value 

Bf  caused by bistatic angle is calculated by (14): 

 

max min

maxmin

=

cos cos
2 2

B B Bf f f

g 


 

             

 .  (14) 

3.2 The Space-time Characteristics of First-
order Sea Clutter with Ionosphere 
Disturbance 

HF sky-surface wave radar echo is also influenced by 
the ionospheric disturbance. Ionospheric phase path ap-
proximately moves with the variable motion for a long CIT, 
and the phase path variation of radio wave is also nonlinear 
variation, resulting in sea clutter spectral broadening  
[14]-[17]. In this paper, two typical ionosphere contamina-
tion functions (corresponding to two different ionospheric 
motion state) are used to simulate the space-time spectrum 
of contaminated sea clutter with ionospheric disturbance: 
(1) sine phase contamination mode:    1 sinm mt A t  ,  

and (2) polynomial phase contamination mode: 

   2
2 0 1 22t a a t a t    . 

The space-time distribution of first-order sea clutter 
under the action of bistatic angle and ionospheric 
disturbance for HF hybrid sky-surface wave radar can be 
expressed as: 
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 (15) 

Ionospheric disturbance also cause first-order sea 
clutter spectrum broadening. Here  

        max / min / / 2B i if d t dt d t dt         

is used to represent the sea clutter broadening caused by 
ionosphere. Combining with (14), we can derive and obtain 
the biggest possible broadening value Bf  of first-order sea 

clutter Bragg frequency under the action of bistatic angle 
and ionospheric disturbance: 
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where _ minionf  and _ maxionf  represent the maximum and 

minimum instantaneous frequency caused by ionosphere, 
respectively. 

The following uses the formula (16) and (17) to quan-
titatively represent the degree of sea clutter broadening. 
Here dbinf  represents the Doppler resolution cell. 

 B

dbin

f

f



  .   (18) 

The sea clutter signal within range cell l can be 
expressed by the superposition of K scatter point return sig-
nals with each angle-range resolution cell. Therefore, the 
broadening sea clutter signal model with combined actions 
of bistatic angle and ionosphere can be written as the fol-
lowing form: 

 
     

  
1

( )= a exp 2 + exp - 2

exp

K

i B B
i

i

s t t j f t j f t
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  (19) 

where  a i t  is the amplitude of signal component, meets 

Gaussian distribution; ( 1... )Bf i K  is K complex frequency 

component within Bragg frequency band, and 

_ min _ maxB B Bf f f  ;  i t  is the ionospheric phase 

contamination function. 

3.3 Analysis of Space-time Coupling Charac-
teristics of the First-order Sea Clutter 

The bistatic angle characteristics of HF hybrid sky-
surface wave radar make the first-order sea clutter has 
obvious space-time coupling characteristics. In order to 
quantitatively analyze the influence of ionosphere contami-
nation on space-time coupling characteristics of sea clutter, 
this paper defines the average derivative ξ. Assume that 
positive and negative Bragg peak is affected by the iono-
spheric disturbance, ξ is defined as the mean of Doppler 
frequency derivative on the sine of angle. Here, the above 
Doppler frequency refers to the Doppler frequency at the 
position of the power of positive Bragg peak at each beam 
pointing within range cell l (Nth beam pointing). 

 
 
 

,max
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1
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i

N B
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d f
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   .  (20) 

Doppler frequency of ground clutter has a linear rela-
tion with the sine of angle for airborne side-looking radar, 
therefore ξ = 1, which has strong space-time coupling. The 
Doppler frequency of first-order sea clutter is constant 
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value and independent of angle in HF surface wave radar 
(HFSWR), therefore ξ → 0, which almost do not have the 
space-time coupling (the coupling relationship between 
angle and Doppler). From (13), we know that the Doppler 
frequency of first-order sea clutter changes with angles for 
HF hybrid sky-surface wave radar, and its space-time cou-
pling characteristics are between airborne radar and 
HFSWR, and the space-time distribution is relatively 
smooth, so using the defined average derivative ξ in this 
paper can better analyze the space-time coupling charac-
teristics. 

4. Simulation and Experimental 
Analysis of Space-time Distribution 
of First-order Sea Clutter 

4.1 The Space-time Distribution of First-
order Sea Clutter with Bistatic Angle 

Fig. 3 shows the array layout diagram of HF sky-
surface wave experimental system. System parameters: 
baseline length TR = L = 800 km; normal direction is 50° 
counterclockwise from north; operating frequency 
f0 = 10 MHz; uniform linear receiving array element N = 8, 
array element spacing d = 20 m; digital beam forming 
(DBF) DBF =-30°-30°, CIT = 40 s. 

 
(a) Actual receiving antenna array of HF sky-surface wave system. 

 
(b) Array geometric diagram of the transmitting station and the 

receiving station. 

Fig. 3. Array layout diagram of HF sky-surface wave radar. 
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(a) Theoretical space-time distribution of sea clutter. 
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(b) Theoretical broadening characteristics of sea clutter. 

Fig. 4.  The theoretical distribution characteristics of first-
order sea clutter spectrum without the influence of 
ionosphere. 

The space-time distribution characteristics of first-
order sea clutter with different ranges are simulated and 
analyzed. It is noted that there is no consider the effect of 
the ionosphere. From Fig. 4(a), we can see that it is consis-
tent with the space-time distribution characteristics of first- 
order sea clutter at different range cells. For the same azi-
muth angle, the corresponding bistatic angle decreases and 
Doppler frequency increases with range increasing, so 
there are Doppler frequency shifts between range cells. 
From (15), we can see that the Doppler frequency of first-
order sea clutter increases with the increase of the azimuth 
angle at the same range cell, showing the obvious space-
time coupling characteristics. 

According to (16) and (17), calculate and simulate the 
broadening characteristics of first-order sea clutter. Here, 
formula (18) is used as the sea clutter broadening measure-
ment. Fig. 4(b) shows the theoretical broadening characte-
ristics (unit: Hz) of the first-order sea clutter Bragg fre-
quency with different ranges and azimuths. From Fig. 4(b), 
we can see that: (1) when the azimuth angle θr is little, 
corresponding to large bistatic angle, sea clutter broaden-
ing is serious within some receiving beam width; (2) when 
the azimuth angle θr increases, the broadening extent is 
small which is similar to the monostatic HFSWR. 
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4.2 The Space-time Distribution of First-
order Sea Clutter with Ionospheric 
Disturbance 

Combining with (19) and different ionospheric phase 
contamination functions, the space-time distribution of 
first-order sea clutter with angle-Doppler at range gate = 30 
was simulated and analyzed, as shown in Fig. 5. The black 
line represents the theoretical space-time distribution of 
first-order sea clutter without the influence of ionosphere. 
Compared with the characteristics of HF bistatic radar, sine 
contamination function of ionospheric phase path makes 
the space-time spectrum broadening obviously, polynomial 
contamination function of ionospheric phase path makes 
the space-time spectrum produced obvious Doppler fre-
quency shift and broadening. 

 
Fig. 5.  The space-time distribution characteristics of first-

order sea clutter with the influence of ionosphere: 
(a) space-time distribution of sea clutter with sine 
phase contamination mode; (b) space-time distribution 
of sea clutter with polynomial phase contamination 
mode. 

4.3 Analysis of Space-time Coupling 
Characteristics of First-order Sea Clutter 
with Ionospheric Disturbance 

Combining with the previous analysis, the influence 
of the Doppler frequency shift and broadening caused by 
ionospheric disturbance on space-time coupling of first-
order sea clutter was analyzed. The ionospheric phase 
contamination function is set to [17]: 

    0 sinm m mt t A t   
  

 (21)
 

where, 0m  is the translation frequency, mA  and m  is 

respectively the amplitude and frequency of periodic item. 
 sinm mA t  was used to control the degree of sea clutter 

broadening caused by ionosphere; 0m  was used to control 

the degree of the Doppler frequency shift of sea clutter. 
From Fig. 6(a), we can see that sea clutter has a certain 
space-time coupling characteristics under the array con-
figuration, 0.1  . When there is not Doppler frequency 

shift disturbance 0m  between beam forming, single Dop-

pler spectrum broadening  sinm mA t
 
will not cause seri-

ous influence on space-time coupling of first-order sea 
clutter, approaching the ideal first-order sea clutter without 
the influence of ionosphere. When there is Doppler fre-
quency shift disturbance, space-time coupling characteris-
tics of sea clutter significantly deviate from the ideal first-
order sea clutter without the influence of ionosphere, and 
the more serious the frequency shift disturbance, the more 
obvious the space-time coupling characteristics of sea 
clutter change. 

Through the simulation and analysis, we can get the 
same conclusion by polynomial phase contamination func-
tion. Fig. 6(b) shows the comparison of space-time cou-
pling characteristics of ideal and measured sea clutter 
under different array layouts. Here, array layout 1 refers to 
the angle between normal direction of receiving array and 
baseline is 150°; array layout 2 refers to the angle is 50°. 
From Fig. 6(b), we can see that actual space-time coupling 
of sea clutter was affected by the ionosphere. The space-
time coupling from ideal sea clutter without the influence 
of ionosphere is identical to the actuality of experimental 
system in array layout 1. 
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(a) Simulation of influence of ionospheric disturbance on 

space-time coupling characteristics of sea clutter. 
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(b) Comparison of space-time coupling characteristics of ideal 

and measured sea clutter. 

Fig. 6. Analysis of space-time coupling characteristics of first-
order sea clutter. 
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4.4 Comparative Analysis of Theoretical 
Simulation and Experimental Results 

With the support of the developed integrated HF sky-
surface wave radar experimental system, experimental data 
were analyzed with the theoretical simulation. System 
parameters: Baseline length TR = 800 km, operating fre-
quency f0 = 13 MHz, CIT = 43 s, receiving array element 
N = 8, array element interval d =20m, repetition interval is 
20 ms. The angle between normal direction of receiving 
array and baseline respectively is 150° (array layout 1) and 
50° (array layout 2). Processing of experimental data 
includes pulse compression, beam forming, coherent 
accumulation, etc. 

In Fig. 7, the black line represents the space-time dis-
tribution of first-order sea clutter under the action of 
bistatic angle and ionospheric phase contamination (ob-
tained by direct wave) by (16) and (17). It is noted that the 
direct wave path in Fig. 1 represents that from the sky-
wave station to the ionosphere and then directly reflects 
back to ground-wave stations, therefore, the direct echoes 
are only under the influence of the ionosphere, while not 
affected by the bistatic layout. For this reason, we can take 
advantage of the direct wave data to analyze the influence 
of ionosphere on sea clutter. As can be seen from Fig.7, the 

 
(a) Array layout 1, range cell = 37. 

 
(b) Array layout 2, range cell = 8. 

Fig. 7.  Analysis of angle-Doppler distribution of measured 
first-order sea clutter. 

theoretical and measured results are basically met. The 
angle between normal direction of receiving array and 
baseline of array layout 2 is much smaller than array lay-
out 1. Therefore, the change of bistatic angle is very 
obvious and Bragg frequency of first-order sea clutter has 
obvious differences at different azimuths in array layout 2, 
and   is large, space-time coupling is strong. 

From Fig. 7, we can see that there is frequency shift 
disturbance caused by ionosphere at different ranges and 
azimuths in real-world environments, causing the obvious 
changes of space-time coupling of sea clutter between 
theoretical and practical, and the difference between differ-
ent ranges is larger, space-time coupling characteristics of 
sea clutter at most of range cells is less than ideal situation. 

In the following, the influence of ionospheric distur-
bance on sea clutter spectrum was analyzed by comparing 
the simulated and measured Doppler spectrum of sea clut-
ter, as shown in Fig. 8. Through the oblique ionogram 
corresponding the batch of measured data at that moment 
[18], we know that the transmitting electromagnetic wave 
reflects at layer Es when f0 = 13 MHz, which means no 
multimode effects. The mean of ideal sea clutter broadening 
without the influence of ionosphere at 3 dB below the two 
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(a) Range cell = 27, azimuth angle =-25°. 
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(b) Range cell = 27, azimuth angle =-15°. 

Fig. 8.  Comparison of ideal and measured sea clutter Doppler 
spectrum. 
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Bragg peak ( ) 2f f     is used as spectrum broadening 

measurement. Fig. 8 shows the Doppler spectrum of first-
order sea clutter at the same range cell = 27 with two differ-
ent azimuth angles. The Doppler spectrum of the real direct 
wave signal has significant broadening, and there is obvious 
broadening by comparison of ideal and measured sea clutter 
at different azimuths. 

Tab. 1 shows the degree of Doppler broadening of 
first-order sea clutter at range cells = 27-30 (R27-R30) 
with different azimuth angles DBF = -25°-25° (interval 5°,  
B1-B11). From Tab. 1, we can see that there is obvious 
broadening at different azimuths. We can obtain the Dop-
pler spectrum broadening of direct wave is about 0.04 Hz 
by the method of literature [14], which is consistent with 
the actual broadening value. 

It should be noted that the broadening value of sea 
clutter at different azimuths is not identical; this is due to 
spatial difference of ionospheric propagation path at differ-
ent azimuths. Through the analysis of measured data we 
find that the spatial difference of ionospheric propagation 
path is small. 
 
 

Broadening 
/Hz 

B1 B3 B5 B7 B9 B11 

R27 0.035 0.045 0.017 0.017 0.033 0.034 
R30 0.025 0.040 0.034 0.023 0.018 0.017 

Tab. 1.  First-order sea clutter broadening at different azimuths. 

5. Influence of Ionospheric Distur-
bance on the Performance of STAP 
STAP is a kind of low complexity and effective way 

for using training samples to suppress clutter, having 
become an important direction of research scholars from 
various countries and has been used in airborne radar  
[19]-[21]. Similar to HF ground clutter [19], [20], there are 
angle-Doppler coupling characteristics of sea clutter in HF 
hybrid sky-surface wave radar; so, using STAP to suppress 
broadening sea clutter becomes possible. The Joint Domain 
Localized (JDL) algorithm mainly takes advantage of the 
transformation vector T to transform the space-time data to 
the angle-Doppler domain and select a small local area for 
adaptive processing [19]. It is a kind of dimension reduced 
algorithm of the STAP processing, solving the lack of 
training samples and excessive computation load. 

5.1 JDL Algorithm Principle 

Space Time Adaptive Processing is using the training 
samples close to the range bin to be detected to estimate 
clutter and noise covariance matrix R, and according to 
linearly constrained minimum variance criteria (LCMV) to 
estimate adaptive weights w , and then weight the received 
data to maximize SNR. Covariance matrix is given by: 

 
1

1 K H
i iiK 

 R X X   (22) 

wherein, iX  is a training sample data. 

Weight vector can be given by: 

   1 1/ 2 1/ 2   w μR v μ R R v    (23) 

wherein, μ  is a complex normalized constant. 

The JDL algorithm mainly takes advantage of the 
transformation vector T to transform the space-time data to 
the angle-Doppler domain, and select a small local area for 
adaptive processing. It is a kind of dimension reduced 
algorithm of the STAP processing, solving the lack of 
training samples and excessive computation load. 

sS  and tS  respectively are space steering vector and 

time steering vector. Elements of them are the discrete 
Fourier transform coefficients. Therefore, the inner product 
of the spatial and temporal steering vector is equivalent to 

2-D DFT，and then the process of transforming the re-

ceived data from space-time domain to the ith angle bin 

siw , the jth Doppler bin we concern can be expressed as: 

      H

si tjw w s tX S S X  .  (24) 

The JDL algorithm transforming matrix can be 
represented as: 
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wn and wk respectively represent angle and Doppler interval, 
p represents the number of adjacent angle bins, q repre-
sents the number of adjacent Doppler bins. Schematic 
diagram Fig. 9 is as follows: 

 
Fig. 9.  JDL schematic diagram. 
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In Fig. 9, the red channel is the search channel, the 
blue channel is auxiliary channel, and the yellow channel is 
protection channel. The selection of a protection channel in 
angle-Doppler domain may be effective in preventing the 
spread of the target signal to clutter covariance matrix, 
affecting the actual detection performance. 

When select the 3×3 local shown in Fig. 9, space-time 
transformation matrix can be expressed as: 

 
     
     

, 2 , , 2

, 2 , , 2

;  ;

;  ;   

t j t j t j

s i s i s i

w w w

w w w

 

 

   
  

t t t

s s s

T S S  S

S S S
   (26) 

The transformed space-time steering vector is: 

   H v T v  .   (27) 

The receiving data vector is: 

 H X T X  .   (28) 

The corresponding adaptive weight vector is: 

 1  w μR v  .   (29) 

5.2 Experimental Results 

The target is injected into the position of range 
cell = 50 and azimuth angle = 0° of measured data under 
array layout 2, signal to clutter ratio (SCR) is SCR = -5 dB. 
The performance of JDL algorithm with contaminated sea 
clutter is analyzed by measured data. Improvement factor 
IF is used as the performance measurement: 

 out

in

SCR
IF

SCR
 .   (30) 

Fig. 10(a)-(b) show the performance of JDL algo-
rithm with ideal and contaminated point target (because of 
target signal is also contaminated by ionosphere in practice) 
based on the measured data. The ideal point target without 
the influence of ionospheric disturbance is analyzed in 
Fig. 10(a); the contaminated point target with the influence 
of ionospheric disturbance is analyzed in Fig. 10(b). In 
Fig. 10(a)-(b), the blue solid line represents the performance 
of JDL with contaminated sea clutter; the red dotted line 
represents the performance of JDL after decontamination, 
where phase gradient algorithm (PGA) was used to iono-
spheric phase decontamination. 

As can be seen from Fig. 6 in Section 4.3 and 
Fig. 10(a)-(b): (1) space-time coupling characteristics of 
sea clutter is stable when there is no ionospheric distur-
bance; even if the Doppler spectrum of sea clutter gradu-
ally broadening and submerged target, JDL algorithm can 
effectively suppress the sea clutter and find target, im-
provement factor is above 10 dB; (2) when there is iono-
spheric disturbance, space-time coupling of sea clutter is 
significantly affected, and clutter distribution between the 
training sample is no longer even, the improvement factor 
of  JDL  algorithm  decreased;  (3)  the more  severe  iono- 
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(a) Ideal point target without ionospheric disturbance is injected. 
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(b) Contaminated point target with ionospheric disturbance is injected. 

 
(c) Measured sea clutter spectrum with range-Doppler distribution. 

 
(d) Measured sea clutter suppression by PGA&JDL algorithm. 

Fig. 10. Analysis of performance of JDL algorithm with 
measured data. 
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spheric disturbance, the more obvious the decrease of the 
improvement factor; (4) the JDL performance after decon-
tamination is superior to the JDL performance before 
decontamination. 

Fig. 10(c)-(d) show the measured sea clutter spectrum 
with range-Doppler distribution (DBF = -15°) and the sea 
clutter suppression results after PGA&JDL algorithm. 
From Fig. 10(c)-(d), we can see that the measured sea clut-
ter is significantly reduced by PGA&JDL processing, thus 
the PGA&JDL algorithm can achieve good suppression 
performance for broadening sea clutter. 

6. Conclusions 
In this paper, the basic working principle of HF sky-

surface wave experimental system was firstly introduced. 
Secondly, the space-time characteristics of sea clutter were 
analyzed, and space-time distribution and spreading model 
of the first-order sea clutter under the action of bistatic 
angle and ionosphere were given. Then, space-time cou-
pling characteristics of sea clutter were analyzed through 
the simulation, and the results of theoretical analysis were 
examined with the experimental results based on our devel-
oped integrated HF sky-surface wave radar system. The 
theoretical analysis of space-time distribution for spreading 
sea clutter is also in agreement with experimental results. 
Finally, the influence of ionospheric disturbance on the 
performance of STAP algorithm was analyzed based on 
experimental data. 

It must be pointed out that these are just preliminary 
results and there is still a need for more studies and im-
provements. More details about the broadening sea clutter 
suppression for HF hybrid sky-surface wave radar need to 
be investigated to improve the detection performance. In 
addition, target detection and localization are also key 
areas of our future work. 
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